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From the CEO’s Desk
A teenage girl walked up to her mother demanding money to buy a fancy
watch. Puzzled, her mother asked, “Why do you want a fancy watch?” The
girl replied, “Because it will help me ﬁt in the social circle.” Without a
pause, the mother took out a crease-free INR 2000 note and questioned
her daughter if it would be enough to buy the watch. “Yes!” the teenager
excitedly said.
The mother calmly replied, “Sure. I will give it to you, but ﬁrst, let me
do this.” She crumpled the note up and said, “Do you still want it?”
The young girl said, “Yes, mom!” “Well,” the mother continued,
“What if I do this?” She dropped the note on the ground, picked it
and asked subtly, “Are you still willing to take this note?” The girl
nodded.
Her mother then explained, “Sometimes, we feel small in the
eyes of others and try so hard to ﬁt in. During this, we often
forget that no matter how crumpled we feel, we can never
lose our inherent value.”
Moral: Our worth stays the same - it is independent of the
opinion of others.

HOW
DEEP IS

The mother retracted the crumpled note and handed over
an old watch instead. “Here’s the watch your
grandmother gave me. It is almost 200 years old. Go to
the watch store, tell them you want to exchange it for a
new watch and see how much they offer you.”
The young girl went to the store and returned a
while later. “They offered me INR 1000 because it is
so old,” she said. “Well, if that’s the case, try the
pawnshop,” the mother replied. The daughter did
as told. “The pawnshop offered a mere INR 200
because it has a scratch,” she sighed.
The mother then asked her to take it to the
museum. The daughter reluctantly went to
the museum and returned with a smile.
“The curator offered INR 375,000 for this
watch! They want to include it in their
precious antique collection!” she
exclaimed.
Moral: Our worth varies - it is
dependent on the opinion of others.

Her mother explained the contradiction,
“All of us carry an internal and external price
tag. The internal one is how we value
ourselves and, since it is the opinion of one
person, it stays constant. Whereas when it
comes to the external one, it is how others
value us. Since we have so many ‘others’ in
our lives, this number varies.” The girl
understood that her mother had driven
home an important lesson.
Our worth never changes. However, it is the
people we associate with that bring out the
best or worst in us. Perhaps that’s why we
often are known by the company we keep!

Sincerely,
Arun Nathani, CEO & MD
www.arunnathaniblog.com

OUR
WORTH?
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Winning Partnerships
A brief about yourself.
About a year ago, I became the President and CEO of Blucora, a leading provider
of tech-enabled tax-focused ﬁnancial solutions, after serving on the Board of
Directors for six years. I grew up in Rhode Island and attended the University of
Vermont, where I earned a B.S. in Business. Later, I got my MBA from the
University of Chicago Booth School of Business. Outside of work, I enjoy both
watching and playing sports. I am a big fan of all Boston teams, particularly the
Patriots and Celtics. One of my favorite things to do with my family is travel. I
have been fortunate to visit amazing places around the world for work, and it
has also been great to watch my kids explore many new places and cultures
along the way. We also love ﬁnding great restaurants. We’ve enjoyed
experiencing a wide variety of cuisines when we lived in NYC for six years. From a
great steakhouse to a local burger joint, it’s always fun to try something new;
however, my go-to restaurant will always be Gibson’s steakhouse in Chicago.
How has your role evolved over the years?
COVID-19 has changed the way we all work. In my ﬁrst year as CEO, we faced a
year full of unprecedented and unique challenges, including transitioning to
remote work, a drop in the fed funds rate – a key driver of revenue in the
wealth management business, an extended tax season, historical weather
events in both of our ofﬁce locations, and IRS stimulus payment errors – all
of which required us to adapt to continue to operate effectively. I am
inspired by the way our team pulled together at every turn. These
challenges improved our company’s culture and uniﬁed our teams. In my
role, I will continue to focus on ensuring that our team on meeting the
needs of our customers and our teams which translates to business
performance. It has been exciting to see how quickly companies around
the world have embraced technology during these unprecedented times.
Ultimately, these events have signiﬁcantly accelerated the digital
transformation that was already underway in our business and across
industries.
What motivates you to work every day?
I enjoy working on interesting business challenges with great teams
to deliver for customers. At Blucora, I am motivated by the way
we can truly make a difference in the lives of the people by
providing the tools and knowledge needed to steer their
ﬁnancial futures.
How would you describe your relationship
with Cybage?
I am truly impressed with the expertise and level of
service that Cybage has helped us with on a few key
initiatives that include SEO, refactoring legacy codes and
CMS migration. In partnership with our TaxActmarketing
team, Cybage was quickly able to ramp up the SEOteam
to assist with strategy and implementation. The
enhanced SEO has been critical to maximizing the
number of customers that can ﬁnd us. Prior to
engaging Cybage, all content updates (even one word)
and page creation had to ﬂow through the full dev
process, QA, and deployment cycle. Cybage helped us
augment the shopping team and accelerate the
migration of the taxact.com website to the CMS,
allowing non-developers to make updates quickly.
You may have worked with multiple business
partners, what do you think are Cybage's differentiating factors?
Cybage’s customer-centric approach is a key differentiator. For such a large
organization, there is virtually no sales team—clients are almost all
referral-based. This speaks volumes for the quality work and customer service
provided. In turn, they have long-tenured, loyal customers.
What are the types of technologies that will give leaders in your industry
a competitive edge?
For our businesses, a healthy share of all customers will want advice from
someone they trust for tax preparation and wealth management. We need to
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provide simple and easy-to-use solutions for
those who want to do it themselves as well
as great tools that maximize the
productivity of professionals who deliver
these services. In the ﬁnancial services
industry, I think those who leverage
enhanced data and automation to make
decisions will be the most successful. For
example, it will be great when we can help
ﬁnancial professionals identify the next call
that they should make to a current or
potential customer and what they should
discuss based on their tax returns and
ﬁnancial information. With our tax software,
we understand that taxes are painful.
Consumers would prefer to
minimize the time invested in
preparing their taxes while
ensuring they receive a

weekly group round tables with employees from various
departments and levels and join new hire orientation
weekly. And lastly, I have a deep appreciation for how
technology can support building a competitive advantage.
I urge teams to be innovative in their approach and utilize
new technologies to address customer needs.
As a company, what are your focus areas for this year that
could help you take a leadership position and provide
utmost value to customers?
Last year, we focused on repositioning Blucora for
long-term sustainable growth across both of our
tax-focused businesses. This year we are executing our
sustainable growth strategy and focusing on the cross-over
beneﬁts between the wealth management and tax
preparation segments to drive value for our customers.
Additionally, we are aligning our Wealth Management
systems and processes to make the business more efﬁcient
and scalable. We are completing the integration of three
businesses. Blucora continues to invest in technology to
enhance the user experience for Financial Professionals
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develop
more rapidly
and to reﬁne
products faster than
ever before to meet
customer needs.

What fuels your inspiration?
Innovation. Companies that are innovative
ﬁnd the fastest and most efﬁcient ways to
address customers’ needs.

Chris Walters,
President &
CEO of Blucora

maximum refund and have
a great customer experience
too. In both cases, I think the beneﬁt
realized from using data, analytics
and automation is crucial to driving the
business forward.
Tell us about your leadership traits/ skills and
principles that inﬂuence your employees?
Clarity and purpose, open and transparent
communication, customer-focused teams,
and innovation with technology are a few
leadership principles that are important to
me. Setting a clear strategy with supporting
goals drives organization-wide alignment.
This leads to every individual contributing to
the larger strategy. This needs to be
supported with clear communication. I am
intentional about personally communicating
with all levels of the organization. I hold

and end-clients. In our Tax
Preparation business, we are utilizing
technology to scale our assisted offering
and improve targeted marketing to grow the
number of new customers.
What’s the “next big thing” going to happen in the tech
industry?
The integration of Artiﬁcial Intelligence into new and
existing systems will allow us to understand customer
needs better and use data to automate services. The more
rapidly we can analyze data to drive tailored actions, the
better the customer experience will be. The right usage will
lead to incredible advancements. I also think
No-Code/Low-Code Software will help businesses to

WHEN IN VENICE: The Walters enjoying
a ride through the Grand Canal

Has there been an 'Aha!' moment in
your career?
I realized that every business—from startup to large
corporation—is not perfect; but is an endless work in
progress. It is more about what you, as a leader or business,
decide to prioritize. Time, resources, strategies, and the
right big decisions, coupled with detailed
customer-focused execution, ultimately determines how
successful you are. In 100% of cases, there is room for
improvement.
Your work-life balance mantra?
I love what I do, so my work-life balance is focused on
balancing work time and family time – these are my two
key priorities. Like many, I am still improving on that front.
What’s the best advice you’ve ever received?
In anything you seek to achieve, give it your all. Even if the
outcome is not what you envisioned, you will not have any
regrets because you gave it your best shot.
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News and Accolades

Achievements and Honors
CYBAGE IS POSITIONED AS A LEADER IN NEXT-GEN
(ADM) SERVICES 2020 STUDY

Where industry leaders meet and bring to the table
ideas of operational excellence needed in evolving times.
LIVE VIDEO PODCAST
Accelerated Growth of Online Commerce—
New Normal or Transient?
On top of health concerns, brands across the globe are
recovering from the aftermath of COVID-19. eCommerce
witnessed accelerated growth and transformation like never
before. But is this transformation here to stay, or is it just
a trend that might die? Cybage hosted an elite panel of retail
industry thought leaders to explore the nuances of this debate.

Cybage has been named as a US leader in Continuous Testing
– Midmarket and Expert Consulting in the ISG Provider LensTM
Next-gen Application Development & Maintenance (ADM)
Services 2020 study by ISG (a leading global technology
research and advisory firm). This accomplishment follows
close on the heels of Cybage bagging one of the top 25
digital case study awards and achieving the much-coveted
Rising Star status in the ISG Provider Lens™ Digital Business
Solutions and Services 2020 study. Cybage (along with 39 other
providers) was evaluated and positioned across six different
quadrants, based on factors such as strategy, vision, innovation,
presence in the market, partner landscape, services offered
and technology advancements. The evaluation was designed
to determine the level of maturity of the provider in ‘NextGeneration Technological Application Transformation’.

LIVE VIDEO PODCAST
Beyond Pandemic: The Inevitable Convergene of the
Digital Health
The digital health playbook is no longer a stay-in-your-lane
strategy. To make an impact you must move beyond what
was traditionally your lane. This has merged the world of
technology and healthcare, creating a convergence like never
before. But what would the trajectory of this convergence look
like? Is there really an acceptance from
the healthcare industry? To answer exponential questions of
digital health convergence, we hosted an esteemed panel for
a riveting conversation.
EVENTS
NRF 2021: Retail’s Big Show
Each January, for over 100 years, the National Retail Federation
(NRF) has brought together the retail community for an event
full of learning and networking. This year, the event went
virtual, connecting people from all over the world. This year
the theme of the event, “Forward Together,” aligned aptly with
Cybage vision. Cybage showcased deep domain expertise,
industry knowledge, and helped businesses gain a competitive
edge and move forward with confidence.

ANOTHER FEATHER
IN THE CAP
Suchitra Pritesh, Vice
President and Head of
Marketing at Cybage
brought home the Global
CMO of the Year 2020 award.
The award recognized her
role in aligning marketing
strategies with business goals
during the pandemic. The
company lauds the efforts of
Suchitra in steering newer
strategies, bringing out creativity and delivering commitment
that runs parallel to the organization’s growth. The Marketing
team at Cybage under the ideal leadership of Suchitra helped
us stand out distinctly and gain a competitive advantage in
the market.

POWER BUSINESS WITH
INNOVATION
Jagat Pal Singh, Chief
Operating Officer (COO),
Cybage was conferred with
the CXO Tech Excellence
Award at CXO Tech Summit
& Awards 2020. He was
recognized for his strategic
role in driving ExcelShore.
This recognition reflects
on the excellent track
record of ExcelShore that
acts as an enabler and
an accelerator during the
development lifecycle and
yields operational excellence
at Cybage.

CUSTOMER SPEAKS
Nurturing Partnership and Delivering Excellence
Trust and credibility are two things that we vouch for at Cybage. And you know you are
delivering as per your commitment when customers come forward to appreciate it. A leading
global logistic provider, who we have been working with over a decade, lauded the Cybage
team’s efforts, expertise, and commitment in a moving testimonial. We take pride in being able
to add value to our esteemed customers’ businesses.
Here is what their Delivery Manager said, “We’ve been working Cybage for over a
decade and our association keeps getting stronger. Over the years, Cybage has
helped us in maintaining our global warehouses and has delivered with
effective client solutions. As an extensive subject matter expertise and
with business-centric value, Cybage has always been our partner
of choice.”
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Ritu Nathani, CSR Head and Director at Cybage has
always taken the lead to help those in need no matter
where the cry for help comes from. She was recognized
for her role in driving the company’s long-term social
commitment towards the all-round development of
society. And in an ode to this recognition, she was
awarded the prestigious ‘CSR Leader’ award at
the 12th Udgam Women Achievers event. Ritu continues
to walk on the path only a few tend to take—giving
wings to those who dream to live a dignified life.
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In Conversation
1. Tell us about your
professional roles—from
your ﬁrst job to your
current innings at Cybage
My software engineering
journey started with
WordPerfect. I thought I’d be
there forever, but I soon
discovered that the software
industry continuously evolves.
I witnessed the company transition
from Novell to Corel before it ﬁnally
closed its doors in the US. After that,
my career took me to Altiris, where I was
ushered into management and director
roles. Following the acquisition by Symantec,
I left to take on the role of CTO of Allegiance
and later Central Logic. My biggest career
change was this new venture in Business
Development at Cybage.
2. Which is that one assignment at Cybage that
you are proud of?
I attribute Corel for my ﬁrst introduction to India’s software
engineers in 1995. Later taking a chance on
a startup, that later resulted in me starting an offshore
partnership with Cybage and a relationship that would only
grow to become stronger. I am proud of investing in a
partnership that brought success to 3 companies over 18
years and my decision to later join the company to help
others achieve the same success that I did. Since
joining Cybage, that pride has only grown with
each new company I add to the
Cybage portfolio.

4. How have you evolved as a
professional? According to you
what are the common factors that
contribute towards the growth of
an organization and its people?
My personal evolution has taken me
from one of pride to one of humility
throughout my career. When you are
young, you focus too much on yourself
and not enough on the collective
value of an entire group and business.
I have learned there is greater value in
understanding the bigger picture and
focusing on how to help a business be
successful. Bringing in mentors,
experts, and team members have
helped expand my view into what’s
possible. The result has directed my
day-to-day decisions and activities,
my growth, and the growth of the
companies I represent.
5. What are the characteristics
that you believe every leader
should possess?

6. What is the one piece of advice
you would like to give to Cybagians?

7. What’s your Monday motivation
at work?

Remember that you are the product
of your decisions. Find out what’s
important and make a plan on what
you need to do to get there. If you
want to be a leader, learn what makes
a good leader, and ﬁnd good leaders
to mentor you. If you want to be
recognized by the business, invest
energy and decisions that help the
business succeed.

Being the best. It has driven the
products I designed and the activities
that make up my day. If a peer worked
60 hours a week, I worked 65. If one of
my fellow business development
peers closed 7 opportunities a year,
I would set a goal to close 8.

8. Tell us about your family life. How does a typical weekend look like for you?
I try to give that same attention and focus I give Cybage on the weekdays to my
family on the weekend. On weekends we usually do things together that aren't
fun, such as cleaning or watching musicals (ugh).
9. Who are your role models or mentors?
As my roles have changed throughout my career, so have my mentors and role
models. These are people I talk to frequently for insights on ways I can improve.
They include people like Arun Nathani, Amit Gajwani, Greg Butterﬁeld and
Gurvinder Chhatwal.

Leaders look for ways to help others
be productive and successful. Invest
in people and help them succeed
because ultimately you can
accomplish your objectives better if
you have others available to help.
Good leaders lead by example. They
don’t just wait for others to ask for
what they need but reach out to
understand what others need and
provide it.

3. One of the technology trends that
you regularly follow.
Artiﬁcial Intelligence has always fascinated me along
with its potential. In addition to the documents I read,
you will ﬁnd it in my day-to-day activities (supported
by 10 different AI devices throughout my home), the
ﬁction I read (Dan Brown’s Origin), or the type of
movies I watch (The Matrix).

FAMILY TIME: All smiles at a fun family vacation

Rapid Fire
1. Favorite Place.

Country not yet visited.

2. Describe yourself in 3 words.

Dependable, hard working.

3. Best book you’ve read this year?

Developing the Leader within You.

4. Strangest thing you’ve ever eaten? Crickets

Greg Wiggins
Senior Vice President and Business Head,
West Coast (USA), Cybage
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5. Favorite Gadget.

iPhone

6. Favorite Sport.

American Football

7. When I dance, I look like…?

I’m out of control.

8. Synonym of success for you.

Triumph

9. Invisibility or super strength?

Invisibility
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Business Highlights

Leveraging the Best of the Best

“Digital transformation”
the new buzz word in
town. Chat up any
business leader or an IT
professional, they all use
this word daily.
According to a standard
industry deﬁnition,
digital transformation is
transforming businesses
or services by replacing
non-digital or manual
processes with digital or
replacing older digital
technology with newer
technologies. This
simply means that the
concept has always
been there, but Cloud
computing (SaaS
model) and automation
has given it a new
meaning.

Seeking the Cloud
Everything is getting on
Cloud and business of varying sizes are
warming up to it for obvious reasons.
Focusing on one’s core business and
letting others handle frivolous things
and Pay-As-You-Go i.e. OpEx model
instead of huge CapEx along with
ongoing OpEx, is driving newer
business growth opportunities.
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Making
The World
of Work,
Enterprise of any size, and particularly mid to
large, needs to make sure that their day-to-day
operations are running smoothly so that their
employees can focus on their core business. Daily
operations are supported by
various departments like IT,
HR, Finance, Legal, Facilities
and so on. Employees need
to reach out to these
departments to have their
requests/issues resolved,
which can be both at
personal level or something
that impacts their job. Delays
in getting response to
employees, wherever they
are, results in adverse effect
on their productivity. Here is
where you need tools that
can get the job done quickly
and also scale along with
business.
There are
numerous solutions
out there and are
purpose built in areas like
IT, HR, Customer support,
among the others. Most of
these applications are
deployed by enterprise but
with little or no hand-shake
between them inducing silos.
Workﬂows associated with an
employee request can
actually span multiple
departments to get it
fulﬁlled. In-efﬁciency seeps in
where there is no
connectivity between people,
process, and technology.

We at Cybage have been working with our customers
in their Service transformation journey using industry
leader ServiceNow platform. ServiceNow is a 100%
Cloud based fully managed service management
platform. It’s PaaS model enables enterprises to focus
on their business processes by taking away all technical
aspects of managing the platform and required
infrastructure. This Cloud based solution coexist with
other legacy or 3rd party systems, enabling seamless
collaboration across the departments to fulﬁll
employee request ASAP.

Optimization – By streamlining operations, automating
workﬂows & providing actionable insights through
various KPIs and analytics across the business functions.
To put in the perspective, one of our customer was able
to achieve 15% improvement in operational efﬁciency,
30% reduction in IT service cost through automation &
35% reduction in overall service tickets through
self-service. Talking about customer landscape,
it involved ~300K employees, 1 million assets,
40+ integrations & 1800 group companies across
40+ countries.

Service, Operations and More
ServiceNow is not only about IT service & operations
management, though it constitutes nearly 60% of its
business, the focus is also on Customer Service
Management, HR Service delivery, IT project
management and Security operations. Our team works
with customers from various domains like Health care,
E-Commerce, Automobiles, BFSI to name few, in all of
the above product lines of ServiceNow.

ServiceNow is a platform of platforms,
meaning that it works with all systems
in use at enterprise to eliminate
disjointed experience for both
employees & customers, streamlines
un-structured processes across
multiple business functions and
maintains single system of record to
provide insights into the entire
operations.
While working on transformation
journey, one of our key focus area is
IT Modernization where we leverage
intelligent technologies for
service delivery.
The key objectives are Productivity – By engaging and
empowering employees Omni-channel
support and automated self-service
using chat-bots
Efﬁciency – By empowering agents to
improve MTTR AI-ML technologies &
visibility into NOC operations

Our service landscape includes –
Consulting service: Understand businesses vision &
goal, process re-engineering by doing gap analysis and
deﬁning road map
Implementation service: Augmenting customer teams
by helping with development, integrations, testing and
deployment
Migration service: Help customers migrate from legacy
or old systems to ServiceNow platform
Support services: ongoing 24*7 administrative support
& maintenance of platform
Managed services: Shared service model where we take
care of administration, maintenance, & development
while clients focus on their business
On the partnership front, Cybage is a ServiceNow
partner under various programs like Services,
Technology & Service provider in all the geographies.
We are currently at Premier tier striving for Elite tier
which is the top most tier
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In the Spotlight

Cybagians agree that there is never a dull season at Cybage.
Packed with events all along, Cybagians often find themselves
busy gearing up for competitions and quizzes. First of its kind at
Cybage, a hybrid event was hosted virtually by Ritu Nathani,
CSR Head and Director.
At Kai Po Che (Kite Flying Festival) colorful kites painted a vibrant
visual. Additionally, we also honored the efforts of all our auxiliary
staff and expressed gratitude towards our colleagues. And to level
up, Cybage hosted a ladies special Tambola at Pune location.

5

6

4

Which present employee
has been at Cybage the longest?
1

61
49

9

7

8

10

1 & 2. Trying Out Lady Luck: A fun round of numbers and a lot of excitement was filled
in the atmosphere
3. Quizzards@25: Cybagians battled it out to give the right answers

46

4-8. Can’t Thank Them Enough: Cybage celebrated Appreciation Day for Auxiliary
Staff at PNQ, GNR and HYD

8

2
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9 & 10. Fly High At Cybage: The Kite Festival in full swing at Cybage

3
Jagat Pal Singh

Meera Menon

Jaikrishnan K

Amit Mulay
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Women's Day Special

#

In a world ﬁlled with
roadblocks, prejudices,
and challenges,
employees at Cybage
participated in
#ChooseToChallenge to
raise their hands and
show solidarity towards
calling out gender bias
and inequality. Cybagians
together pledged to
change the world by
striking a pose across
locations and
highlighting what they
choose to challenge.

CHOOSETO
CHALLENGE

WOMEN
LEADERS
TAKE
CHARGE
To mark a spectacular end to our Women’s Day weeklong celebration,
the women leaders at Cybage came together for an interesting
roundtable discussion. “Leadership and Power Day” proved to be an
insightful session on how our women leaders are taking on charge to
change the way people look at women in the corporate world. Coming
from diverse sides of business the panel was graced by none other than
Ritu Nathani, CSR Head and Director, Suchitra Pritesh Vice President and
Head of Marketing, Tine Rastogi VP—Human Capital Management and
Sanjivani Borkar VP—Platform and Shared Services. They engaged in
an enthralling discussion how women are achieving and owning their
career decisions.
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The week-long Women’s
Day celebration honored
the strong womanhood at
Cybage. It kicked-off with
the simplest of joys—every
woman entering the
Cybage campus was
welcomed with a card and
chocolate. What
began on a sweet
note continued to
be one throughout
the week.
Interesting sessions, talks,
and a lot of fun games
made Women’s Day
celebration across
geographies really special.
Women employees came
together to celebrate the
oneness and uniqueness
every woman brings
to Cybage.

WOMEN AT
CYBAGE

Workin’ Mums
In an initiative, to support
our women employees
through their beautiful
journey of being a mother,
Cybage inaugurated the
Mumployees Private Room.
The Mumployees Private
Room present at Pune,
Hyderabad and
Gandhinagar ofﬁces is a
mothers’ only room that
can be used by lactating
mothers to pump their milk
and store it in safe
conditions. Cybage
understands the needs of
a growing child, and the
Mumployees room is our
contribution of raising
healthy babies and keeping
their mums safe.
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Book Review

CybWarriors

After reading “The Ride of A Lifetime:
Lessons Learned From 15 Years as CEO of
The Walt Disney Company,” it felt like I’ve
had a meaningful conversation about life,
business, and technology with one of the
most successful CEOs. I found the book by
Robert (Bob) Iger, the outgoing CEO of
The Walt Disney Company, fascinating,
insightful, and empowering. I realized
how these learnings are in sync with
everything that technology
is today.

was still highly profitable for Disney, Iger believed that
they needed to get ahead of the curve. He strongly
believed in a technology-first strategy. He developed a
technology platform that would allow Disney to start
delivering its own content without intermediaries. Iger
was convinced that Disney could either disrupt itself or
find itself disrupted anyway.

Iger’s book describes the big transactions that
transformed Disney on his watch. These include the
acquisition of Pixar in 2006, followed by Marvel in 2009,
Lucasfilm in 2012 and the deal with Fox entertainment.
He let these brands flourish rather than
destroying them. Even though, he found
out about Steve Jobs’ cancer, he still
went on with the deal. These instances
reaffirm how Iger gave importance
to personal relationships first
and foremost.
Another dealbreaker for me was the
chapter “if you don’t innovate,
you die”. And even though
traditional distribution of content

Debasis Ray,
Sr. Vice President–
Technology
and Delivery

Yogendra Patil's
son strikes a pose

Atul with
his wife

Disney has enticed children
and adults alike with their
animated feature films like Lion
King, Snow White, Cinderella,
Toy Story, and many more. The
company continues to add the
magic touch to movies, which
reached its peak under Iger.
His vision comes down to three clear ideas:
Recommit to the concept that quality matters, embrace
technology instead of fighting it, and think bigger—
think global—and turn Disney into a stronger brand in
international markets.

WE ARE
IN THIS

In mid-2017, Iger decided that Disney needed to buy
a controlling stake in BAMTech and use that company’s
technology platform to launch Disney and ESPN
streaming services directly to consumers. Despite the
risks, Iger’s insistence on challenging the status quo,
Disney+ was born. The platform that was rolled back
in today amidst speculation today has over
100 million users.

Bob also lists some leadership lessons:
Create an environment where people refuse
to accept mediocrity

Urvashi Jain
and her family

Absar Ahmed
with his parents

He emphasis on having to disrupt the current business
to be better prepared for the future and the need to
have courage to do this. He talks about the fact that
some of the decisions he was making to future proof
the company would mean that it would take some time
before success would be measured in profits.
But there are no silver bullets here, Bob takes pride on
working hard. He was prepared to put in extra work and
learn as he went along. That combined with an instinct
to say yes to every opportunity that came his way. A key
theme of this book is about taking risks.

2020 has been a year full of challenges and new learnings. But
what strikingly stands out is how the pandemic played out to be
reminder that we’re all in this together. Support and cooperation
are probably the biggest learnings that each one of us gathered
from this tumultuous year.

Reshma Pardeshi
with her daughter

Gaurav Khare
with his family

To uphold the support the
families of Cybagians extended
during these times, Cybage
launched the CybWarriors
initiative. Launched on the
auspicious occasion of
Gudi Padwa, this initiative
honors the family members
who unitedly stood with
Cybagians in tough times
and took the risk during the
pandemic which ensured
business continuity and
helped maintain productivity.
Though the last year brought
along with it a lot of
challenges, Cybagians
stood together to
overcome them and
turned the year into
a fruitful one.
Here is a sneak
peak of our
extended family.

Take responsibility for your actions (success
and failures)
Lead from a place of courage, not fear
Practice humility
If you’re in the business of making something,
be in the business of making something great
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Training & Development

After a monumental response to its
launch in 2020 (for resources
working from home) despite being
held on Saturdays, Cybage
conducted a webinar series again
this year. The webinars aimed to
learn and inspire by digging deeper
into topics like RPA, AI/ML,
accessibility testing, and
intelligent search algorithms.

Learning is an essential part of
what makes organizations and
individuals thrive in an
ever-evolving world.
Organizations today are aligning
learning with not only the overall
business outcome but also the
individual performance of each
employee. At Cybage, we believe
that great learning starts with
a comprehensive personalized
learning strategy that goes
beyond the traditional
cookie-cutter approach. Hence,
we came up with an initiative
called Personalized Accelerated
Learning (PAL). PAL is specially
designed for employees in the
resource pool who are currently
not aligned to on-going projects.
This is the right time for them to
explore, learn, grow, and keep
themselves up and prepared for
newer opportunities.

The theme for TechTonic 2021 was Enterprise Content Management
(ECM). ECM, being a key part of any company’s information
management strategy, was the cynosure of all tech minds since the
event theme was ﬁrst announced.
The ECM summit was kickstarted by our COO, Jagat Pal Singh. He
emphasized how ECM is the next big thing and how it can be
leveraged to empower businesses around the globe. It was a two
weeklong event, where the ECM experts at Cybage shared their
insights and perspectives by getting down to the nitty-gritty of ECM.
Technical Evangelist and Head of ECM COE, Shreyas Gune, spoke
about the ‘Reinvention of ECM in the Digital Age’ focusing on how it
is relevant even after 40 years of its inception. We also had a session
for PMs and QAs, who may have never worked on an ECM project to
understand its idiosyncrasies. Focusing on digital transformation
and innovation, a session on ‘Sharepoint and Power Platform’ was
conducted. We concluded the summit with ‘Website in a Day,’ a
session for people who wanted to learn how to build their websites
without the hassle of tedious backend processes.

The ﬁrst session on Robotic
Process Automation (RPA) was a
great hit as it delved deep into how
human-like actions can be
emulated and integrated into
digital systems to execute and
automate business processes. This
was followed by two parts of the
‘Introduction to Various Computer
Systems Aspects for AI/ML.’ The
attendees were fascinated by the
thought-provoking insights shared
by the Technical Evangelist,
Lalkar Chhadawelkar on important
aspects of performance
enhancement of computer systems.

To encourage learning and participation, engaging quizzes
were planned and the winners were rewarded with goodies.
The best questions asked during the sessions were
featured on our social media channels. We got
whopping great participation of more than 2700
resources for the event.

Shreyas Gune
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Jagat Pal Singh
Lalkar Chhadawelkar
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Your Story
When I ﬁrst joined Cybage, I worked as an ofﬁce boy. And the
more I interacted with people, the more they motivated me to
resume my higher education. The constant guidance I received
helped me in climbing the growth ladder. Soon I was promoted
to be a Coordinator, then an Executive, to being a Senior
Executive today.
Over the past years, I have worked across several departments
that include Facilities, Purchase, Travel Desk and Admin. This
allowed me to not just meet many people but also learn valuable
lessons from them.
And even though I started at zero, I have grown a lot over the last
years. It was the hope of having a good life that got me to
Cybage. But the motivation I receive here helps me move
forward every single time. One of the greatest lessons that I have
learned in my Cybage journey is that of humility. No matter what
grade or level you are at, always treat your peers and
subordinates with humility. It does go a long way.

THE SUN
NEVER SETS
IN THE LAND
OF HOPE
It takes a lot of courage, hope and
strength to really grow in life. I was
lucky to have found all three in
addition to support and guidance
at Cybage. I still remember walking
into the old Cybage ofﬁce around 17
years back. My mother, who cooked
at the residence of Deepak Nathani,
had put in a word for me. Deepak sir
was kind enough to give an
18-year-old fellow with no technical
background or proper schooling
to work for a company destined
to grow.

Now that I reﬂect on my time spent here, it is unbelievable that it
has been 17 long years already. For me, it just feels like yesterday.
I remember when the Cybage Towers were being built. I vividly
remember the concrete, iron rods, and everything. I watched it grow from
its foundation to its sky-high seventh ﬂoor. And see, here I am today,
walking through the building going about my daily tasks.
Talking about the time I have spent here, my favorite memory at work
is celebrating the festivals. Be it Makar Sankranti, Diwali, Christmas,
you name it, and we celebrate it. The fun and pompous in the air,
especially working closely with the HR team and executing all
the activities have been a great experience. But the sense of satisfaction
always sets in when I watched Cybagians enjoying these activities,
clicking pictures, laughing and just being at ease.
Obviously, because of the pandemic, I have not seen a lot of familiar faces
in over one year now, and I deﬁnitely miss all the fun we used to have.
Having said that I have seen Cybage evolve and grow in so many years.
People have come and gone but what remains constant even today
is how the atmosphere of empathy, passion, and kindness has always
remained at Cybage.
I am a proud Cybagian!

Amol Oswal
Sr. Executive

Even though I had worked
at multiple places earlier, the
welcoming atmosphere at Cybage
felt like I was home. And no one
feels like leaving their home, right?
Because that’s where your people
are. And so, I stayed. Not just stayed
but, I grew at Cybage.
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ONE OF
THOSE
DAYS

We also came across a few monkeys on Bhimashankar’s
road, giving them bananas, observing and commenting
on them was fun. There is so much to learn from every
moment that comes in your way and from everyone
you meet.
At around 2:30 PM we were very hungry. We turned our
backs on every closed hotel on the way. It must be
" One of those days …" Finally, a hotel, but nothing was
ready to eat. The hotelier agreed to serve Zhunka Bhakar
and after an hour...

"Sir, there is a twist in the story", saying this Pradeep
entered the house. My mind raced…What exactly
happened? Did any volunteer not turn up? Any accident?
Or lockdown again? "
Pradeep said, "Sir, I called Tai (the village POC) at 7 AM
to check whether all the arrangements have been made,
she said a senior uncle in the neighborhood passed away!”
"Oh God" I uttered. I was thinking that “today” must be
"One of those days…". Next moment I started thinking about
what to do in this situation... Call up Tai... Call all volunteers…
Postpone the survey activity… I felt, I was on the battleﬁeld…
Finally, Tai told Pradeep that if we go after three o'clock,
we can start the survey. We asked the volunteers
to go home and come again at 12.30 PM. Will all
volunteers come again once they return home?
This new question began to dance before our
eyes. And suddenly Plan B came to mind.
Near Moroshi there is a settlement called
Vitthalwadi. We decided to go there. The plan
sounded good but our warriors were already
retreating from the battleﬁeld. We called them
again to inform them to report at 8 o'clock
as planned. We wanted to do the work
that we had decided…
While having tea on the way,
we got a call from Rakesh asking
if the luggage had been
exchanged. If that was the case
we had no survey forms and
if there are no survey forms,
how can there be a survey?
"One of those days ..."
I thought...
We checked and thankfully
found all the survey related
material in the car. We reached
Vitthalwadi and started discussion.
People spoke from their heart,
their sorry situation reﬂected
in their speech!

FESTIVE FEELS: Amol with his team making memories of a lifetime

Monday & Beyond

At 4 o'clock we reached Moroshi. Everyone was waiting.
We started by making groups and deciding houses to go.
We all have these stereotypical visuals of villages,
but do we know the reality!
We realized the value of water when we saw people
fetching water in the pot on their head, the sadness
of being unemployed after two or three months of
farming season. The horror of unavailability of proper
drainage. Walking through the dusty houses, we felt
that “Poverty” has made her permanent capital here...
In the morning, from the mountain, small houses
scattered in the forest could be seen. In the
scorching sun we had to climb the whole
mountain on foot and survey. It came
to my mind that it must be
" One of those days …"
We our jokes fueled our minds with
enthusiasm. After discussing with
the people of Ambewadi, the problems
in Moroshi began to seem mild.
We saluted them when we saw farmers
sweating blood in the sun in which
we could not even stand!
Finally, out of 120 houses, 101 houses
were surveyed. It came to my mind
that " One of those days… when
we accomplished our target
with working together"

Prashant Mahamuni

Associate Manager CSR
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CSR

CybageAsha

BUILDING SMART
VILLAGES TO IMPROVE
RURAL LIVES
CybageAsha continues to
facilitate welfare activities
with an aim to bring holistic
development, safeguard a
sustainable income source,
and intensify reverse migration
in rural communities. In the
last few months, the trust has
identified and addressed critical
needs of each community that
they work in. CybageAsha is
committed to bridge disparities
through rural upliftment
initiatives and provide equal
opportunity for all.

CybageAsha’s adopted village Bare Budruk
in Bhor block, won the 'Smart and Best
Developed Village' award and prize money
of Rs 10 lakhs from the Govt of Maharashtra.
The award honors the relentless efforts of
the villagers and CybageAsha’s support to
develop the village.

Ritu Nathani and the
CSR team paid a visit to
Manjai Aasani, our adopted
village in Velhe block
of Pune, to assess the
impact of agricultural and
infrastructural initiatives.
These include access to
good quality crop seeds,
fertilizers, modern farming
techniques, construction
of water tanks, and internal
roads. CybageAsha has
been working in this
region since 2017 and has
developed 21 villages and
continues to work with
many more.
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Villages adopted
in Bhor and
Velhe Block
Households
benefited
Villagers
benefited

21

2,675
13,040

Ritu Nathani and CybageAsha volunteers paid a visit to
Sonde Hiroji, Sonde Karla and Sonde Sarapale villages in
Velhe taluka to assess the impact of the CybageAsha’s
rural livelihood project in association with BAIF. This
project aims to work with farmers and help them get
equipped with practices they have never followed
before. These include drip irrigation, crop rotation,
vegetable cultivation, mulching and horticulture.

Ritu Nathani recently signed the MoU to provide
scholarships to students pursuing higher studies
in the various technical courses at the Dhirubhai
Ambani Institute of Information and Communication
Technology, Gandhinagar, Gujarat. Geeta Lalwani,
Operations Head, CSR-Gujarat, handed over the MoU
to Dr K.S. Dasgupta, Director (DA-IICT).

Students from BJ Medical College starting
their journey with CybageKhushboo

Students from COEP getting their
first scholarships from CybageKhushboo

CybageKhushboo in Hyderabad recently organized
a scholarship distribution program at Friends
Foundation Orphanage Home. Cybage handed over
cheques to intermediate and degree students of the
foundation to help them complete their education
without any constraints. Volunteers also interacted
with the students to motivate and guide them with
career opportunities in various fields.

CYBAGEKHUSHBOO

Students from Bakul Tambat Institute of
Nursing accepting their scholarships from
CybageKhushboo
CybageKhushboo organized a scholarship
distribution ceremony for new students from COEP,
VIT, VIIT, BJ Medical College, Bakul Tambat Institute
of Nursing and Meera Nursing School. Ritu Nathani
handed out scholarships to students coming from
families of daily wage workers, farmers, low income
houses, children who are orphans, and are unable to
support their education.

In an ode to make quality
education accessible to students
from financially weak families,
CybageKhushboo is relentlessly
imparting skill development
initiatives and scholarship benefits
to them. The trust has set out on
a long journey of transforming lives
through continuous enhancement
of knowledge and empowerment.
CybageKhushboo has granted
scholarships to 78 new students in
the year 2020-21 and has renewed
scholarships of 375 existing students
in the last few months.
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Introduce your Pet
There is something extremely welcoming about home,
when there is a wet nose, tongue sticking out, and a
wagging tail waiting for you on the other side of the
door. And that is the very reason I keep longing to be
back home in Mumbai, where my furry-baby, Bruce is.

remind him of a ball. A coconut
is a big ball, whereas a balloon is
a scary ball, tomato is juicy ball
and out of all a gym ball is like
jackpot ball.

There is absolutely nothing more precious and
soothing than a furry baby who is happy to see you.
My Bruce is the world’s happiest Labrador. While he has
a strong body frame, he has a very gentle and
calming face and sweetest eyes, that he often uses to
ask for treats.

Though Bruce is a clingy dog, he
hates hugs. Instead, he loves belly
and ear rubs. He is a man who
takes interest in the simple joys of
life—looking out of the window,
bark at little birdies, racing up to
open the door (which he can’t),
and dragging those who take him
for a walk. But our mighty Bruce is
scared of Royal Enﬁeld bikes, and
scrambles to hide under a table as
soon as he hears one.

I still remember
Shruti Konde
the day we got
Sr. Visual Designer
Bruce home for
the very ﬁrst time. It changed our lives forever. In
the last ﬁve years, he effortlessly added so many
beautiful memories in the easiest ways. Now that
I look back at these memories, I think to myself how
incomplete our lives would have been without Bruce.
Bruce is that force in the family that keeps us all bonded.
He is almost like a shadow, following us around the
house. I am convinced that he thinks his duty it to
escort us every single time. He particularly
takes an interest to hold the TV remote in his
mouth. Probably he just wants to Netﬂix and
Chill. Bruce almighty knows how to ask for
food every time we sit down to eat. He loves
his food, especially curd rice, chicken pizza
and biscuits.
Anyone who has met Bruce knows how he can
easily change a person’s mood and pump up their
energy in the blink of an eye. He has a personality of
a turbo charger.
He jumps, leaps, and ﬂings whatever he can ﬁnd to
play with. He can turn anything and everything into
his toy. He is really fond of spheres because they

Bruce has been an inspiration for
me. His constant cheerfulness
adds colour to our lives. Because of
him I was even motivated to start a
venture for all dog lovers. I design
posters, pin badges, fridge
magnets and sell them online.
Owning a dog has given a sense of
added responsibility since I
understand how they feel. Little
Bruce highlighted the importance
of commitment for me. It is a habit
for me now to carry dog food no
matter where I go so that I can
feed at least one dog. Because of
him I try to pawsitive, pawsome
and pawerful whenever I feel low
or in difﬁcult times.
All Hail Bruce Almighty!

ALL ABOUT
BRANDS
—Facts
We Bet
You Didn’t
Know

YouTube.com was
registered on
February 14th, 2005
(Valentine’s day)
with the purpose
of being a
video-dating site. It
was designed for
people to upload
videos of
themselves talking
about the partner
of their dreams.

Motorola produced the ﬁrst
handheld mobile phone and their
ﬁrst phone call was to their rival.

The popular smartphone
and electronics giant,
Samsung started as a
grocery store in March 1938.
Later in the 1960s, it entered
the electronics industry.

Google will rent
about 200 goats
and let them
roam around
their campus for
a week to eat
the grass.

Apple were originally
designing an apple shaped ﬂip
phone before the ﬁrst iPhone.

Before Nokia
sold mobile
phones, they
manufactured a
range of other
items, such as;
toilet paper,
tires, computers,
and other
electronics.

Nintendo was
founded in 1889 as
a playing card
company. They
didn’t make their
ﬁrst video game
until 1978.

Boss: Can you come
to ofﬁce on Sunday
there’s some work
to ﬁnish.
Me: Sure, however,
I’ll be late at work as
public transport on
Sunday’s is really bad.
Boss: Sure. That
should be ﬁne. By
when would you reach.
Me: “Monday!”
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GET
WITH CYBAGE
Join us on our social media pages and stay up to date on many
of the great things happening here every day.

